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ON AUTHENTICITY 



The authors 

Sue Kay Vaughan Jones Dan Brayshaw 



Authenticity 

Scott Thornbury, An A-Z of ELT 

 

A classroom text is authentic if it was originally 

 written for a non-classroom audience.   

 The notion of authenticity was originally  

 introduced to distinguish between artificially 

 simplified texts and unmodified ‘real’ texts. 

 

However there has been a backlash against the   

             authenticity movement. The fact that classroom  

interactions are artificial (by the standards of non-classroom  

contexts) may actually be based on good sense.   

Learning a language requires that the content of instruction  

should be modified in ways that make it  

more accessible to learners. 



This talk 

 Authentic material 
 Choosing engaging content.  
 

 Adapting texts so that they are accessible 

 and useful as language input.  

 Authentic interaction 
 Speaking activities that increase students’ confidence 

           and encourage them to use natural language in  

 meaningful contexts.  
 

 Speaking activities that encourage students  

 to talk  about things they are likely to talk about  

 outside the classroom.  

   



Engaging content 

“The truth of the matter is that about 

___% of teaching is making the 

students feel interested in the material. 

Then the other ___% has to do with 

your methods.” 

      Noam Chomsky 



Engaging content 

“The truth of the matter is that about 

99% of teaching is making the 

students feel interested in the material. 

Then the other 1% has to do with 

your methods.” 

      Noam Chomsky 



Engaging content 

ELTpics 



Motivating topics – Houses 
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Motivating topics – Culture/The Arts 

❌ 
 

✔ 

	



Real people doing real things in real places.  





Engaging content 

• Striking images 

• The ‘wow’ factor 

• Universal topics everyone can relate to 

• Angles people can identify with 

• New angles and fresh twists on topics 

• Recognisable stereotypes  

• Aspirational / inspirational people 

• Humour / jokes  

• Real people doing real things in real places 



Motivating topics 

“If the interest of students is not engaged, the learning 

process is unlikely to get off the ground at all. 

      Henry Widdowson 

 

     

ELT pics 



Authentic texts 



What are authentic texts? 
According to #ELTchat 

• Anything written for any purpose other than language instruction 

• Not designed for linguistic purposes (no input flood/specific language point) 

• Anything from the real world 

• Can be audio or visual 

• Need to contain some text (either written or spoken) 

• Provided by the students (? – perhaps more real/relevant to them) 

• Could be material for other school subjects, e.g. history. 

 

‘Authenticity is in the eye of the beholder’, Scott Thornbury 



Why authentic texts? 

Show language as it is really used in all 
its richness and complexity.   

                     Interest-raising. 

Increases the chances of eliciting genuine 
responses.  

Motivating. 

Prepare students for the real world.   



Choosing a text 

 

Is it interesting? 
 

Is there anything in this text that my 
students can relate to their own lives? 
 

Can they learn something about the 
language? 



 
 

Authentic texts 



Authentic texts 
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Authentic texts 





The teacher should ask, ‘How does today’s  teaching make 
tomorrow’s text easier?’ 
  (Paul Nation, Teaching ESL/EFL Reading and Writing, 2008) 

 

Adapting an authentic text 



Motivating topics – Houses 

!

!



Fed up with huge mortgage payments, Simon Dale decided to take 
matters into his own hands – literally. Armed with only a chisel, a 
chainsaw and a hammer, the 32-year-old moved his family to a 
hillside in Wales and started digging. 
The result is a wooden eco-home – constructed in four months 
with the help of his father-in-law, a builder, and costing  just £3,000 
– which would look perfectly at ease alongside the Hobbit houses 
in The Lord Of The Rings.  
He said: ‘Being your own have-a-go architect is a lot of fun and 
allows you to create and enjoy something which is part of yourself 
and the land rather than, at worst, a mass-produced box designed 
for maximum profit and the convenience of the construction 
industry. As well as being made from sustainable material the 
Hobbit house, as it is dubbed by locals, has lime plaster on its walls 
instead of cement. 
 
 
 
 

The HOBBIT HOUSE  
Original text  
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124 WORDS 

Simon Dale didn’t want to live in a ‘mass-produced box’ on a housing estate.  So he 
made a brave decision. He decided to build his own home in the countryside 
He moved to rural Wales with his family and built a wooden eco-house. With the 
help of his father-in-law, a builder, he moved into a cosy new home after only four 
months. It only cost £3000 to build. The Hobbit House, as local peple call it, is made 
of natural materials.  
 

69 WORDS 



Motivating texts 



 

Meaning – Meaningful practice 
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FOCUS puts students in situations where they 
practise saying things they are likely to say in real life. 



Authentic interaction 

Finally, the term authentic has been used to characterize 

a quality of classroom interaction – one which reflects the 

structures of real talk as opposed to traditional classroom 

talk.  Advocates of this kind of authenticity reject 

conventional exchanges of the type :   

  

A-Z of ELT, Scott Thornbury 
 

Teacher  Have I a nose on my face? 

Student   Yes you have. 

Teacher   Good.  



Exercise 1 – make & do 

Complete the questions with the correct form of make or do. 
 

1) How much money does a waitress ______? 

2) Could you ______ the washing today? 

3) Did Tom’s new business ______ a profit last year? 

4) Has Dick ______ the washing up? 

5) Were you ______ your homework when I called? 

6) Why did Harry ______ a complaint? 
 

Meaningless 



Exercise 2 – make & do 

Complete the questions with the correct form of make or do.  
 

 
 

1) Did you _____ your bed this morning? 
2) Do your neighbours ever ______ a noise? 
3) Do you like ______ the washing up? 
4) Who ______ the cooking in your house? 
5) Have you ever ______ dinner for somebody? 
6) Where does your family usually ______ the shopping? 
 

Meaningful 
 
 

Then, in pairs ask and answer the questions.  



Verb + -ing or verb + to infinitive 

 Complete the sentences with wear or wearing. Then tick the sentences that are true 
for you. 
 
1) I can’t stand ______ formal clothes like suits. 
2) I don’t mind ______ sweatpants at home. 
3) I refuse ______ skinny jeans. They’re too uncomfortable. 
4) I hate ______ heavy, winter coats. 
5) I can’t afford ______ designer clothes. They’re too expensive. 
6) I avoid ______ anything pink or yellow. 
  
COMPARE WITH 
 
 Complete the sentences. Use the infinitive of –ing form of the verbs below. 
1) He promised ______ me a text as soon as his plane arrived. 
2) If you suffer from ‘claustrophobia’, you can’t stand ______ in small spaces. 
3) Sam is very talkative. She carries on ______ even when no one is listening to her 
ETC. 

 



 
 Meaningful practice - true for you 

 
 



Meaningful practice – Ask and answer 



Meaningful practice – Replace names 

11  Replace the underlined adjective with a synonym from  
WORD STORE 1C. 
 
1    Hannah is very hard-working. She’s always in the library. 
2    Dan has a logical way of thinking. He likes problem-solving. 
3    Jim is a sociable person. He loves a good party. 
4    Eva is very determined. She never gives up. 
5    Tom likes to discover new things. He’s always interested. 
6    Rosa is really intelligent. She gets everything right.  

 
12  Replace the names in Exercise 11 to describe students 
       in your school. Does your partner agree with you? 



Meaningful practice – Agree or disagree 



Meaningful language practice 

I believe that meaning should be central 
to all practice activities however 

controlled or free, and at whatever level. 

 Students learn more effectively when 
engaged in activities on a personal 

level. 
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